
Optical diagnostic methods are now being actively

developed that make it possible to study processes in liv�

ing organisms at the molecular and cellular levels. One of

these methods is multiphoton microscopy (MPM), or

multiphoton tomography [1] with visualization of fluo�

rescence decay time (fluorescence lifetime imaging,

FLIM [2, 3]). The major advantage of MPM as a molec�

ular imaging method is its high spatial resolution com�

bined with a greater depth of tissue penetration [4, 5].

MPM is used in immunology, oncology research, and

neurobiology while applying various probes to increase

signal intensity, its specificity, and imaging depth [4, 6�8].

However, exogenous probes are technically difficult to

apply for studying human tissues in vivo, and in this case

using endogenous sources of informative signals greatly

simplifies the problem. Moreover, it turned out that in a

number of cases using an endogenous signal allows not

only to visualize the distribution of molecules of a partic�

ular type in tissue, but also to investigate the biochemical

processes occurring within it. In particular, so�called flu�

orescent metabolic imaging has become widespread [9,

10].

In MPM, the sources of endogenous signals include

fluorophore molecules emitting fluorescence under mul�

tiphoton excitation (“multiphoton fluorescence”),

anisotropic macromolecules and structures generating
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optical harmonics; any molecules in which intramolecu�

lar oscillations can be measured by the method of coher�

ent anti�Stokes Raman spectroscopy [11]. Endogenous

fluorescence (or autofluorescence (AF)) is a classical

effect that has been used in biomedical diagnostics for

decades. and it is described in detail in monographs and

reviews [12�14]. In general, MPM uses the same groups

of fluorophores as classical fluorescence spectroscopy

does, but there is a number of features underlying the

approaches to studying biochemical processes and

molecular imaging. The generation of optical harmonics

is a nonlinear effect that allows visualization of structures

having a specific organization – for example, type I col�

lagen and cells in tissue [15]. The use of multimodal

detection in MPM, based on simultaneous measuring of

AF, harmonic generation, and FLIM, may significantly

extend the scope of molecular imaging both for funda�

mental research of biochemical processes and for in vivo

diagnostics.

The aim of this review is to describe the photophysi�

cal processes within the major reporter molecules used in

MPM with endogenous contrasts (label�free), as well as

to present several modern experiments illustrating the

possibilities of label�free MPM for molecular imaging of

biochemical processes in connective tissue.

THE MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPY METHOD

Nonlinear microscopy. Optical microscopy uses light

as probing radiation – conclusions regarding the struc�

ture of the analyzed object are drawn according to the

characteristics of its interaction with matter. Interaction

of light with matter can be represented as follows. Light

falling on the material medium results in a redistribution

of electron density of atoms. Light is absorbed, and elec�

tron density fluctuations themselves become sources of

secondary light waves. The characteristic size of atoms

and their dense packing (~10–8 cm) are significantly less

than optical range wavelength (~10–4 cm), allowing to

introduce such characteristic as polarization P
→

– dipole

moment per unit volume of the medium [16]. Nonlinear

optical processes can be also described using the polariza�

tion vector [17].

In the simplest case, polarization P
→

linearly depends

on the intensity of the incident light field. Therefore, the

intensity of the detected signal depends linearly on the

intensity of pumping, and if the incident light field has a

frequency ω, then the polarization of the matter also

oscillates at the frequency ω, and the secondary radiation

generated by it has the same wavelength. Such an approx�

imation is valid at very low intensities of the incident field

intensity compared to the intra�atomic field (I << Iatomic ~

5·1016 W/cm2).

Methods of optical microscopy that use linear (sin�

gle�photon) processes to create contrast are not applica�

ble to imaging of deep layers of tissue: sharp images can

only be obtained near the surface, since the effect of mul�

tiple light scattering prevails in deeper layers, making

images blurry [4, 18]. Methods of nonlinear optical

microscopy have a number of advantages that make them

suitable for high�resolution imaging in tissues at depths

exceeding 500 μm at certain conditions [19].

Under illumination of a medium by high�intensity

(laser) radiation, nonlinearity of the dependence of

polarization on the intensity of the electric field of the

light wave begins to manifest:

(1)

where χ̂(1) is linear susceptibility; χ̂(2), χ̂(3) – nonlinear

susceptibilities of the second, third, etc. orders.

Accordingly, the intensity of the secondary radiation can

nonlinearly (quadratically, cubically, etc.) depend on the

intensity of the incident radiation.

The major nonlinear optical effects observed and

used in microscopy are: the processes of the second

(SHG, χ̂(2)) and third (THG, χ̂(3)) harmonics generation,

the process of two�photon (TP) fluorescence excitation

(χ̂(3)), the process of coherent anti�Stokes Raman scatter�

ing (CARS, χ̂(3)) [4].

Two�photon fluorescence excitation. TP fluorescence

excitation is a nonlinear third�order effect consisting of

“simultaneous” (time of interaction is ~0.5 fs) absorption

of two photons by molecule and the subsequent emission

of fluorescence [4, 5, 20]. Fluorescence itself is always a

single�photon process, and the spectral and temporal

characteristics of a fluorescence signal after multiphoton

absorption do not differ from that of single�photon�

induced fluorescence. Quantum�mechanical description

of the TP absorption process is given in the literature [17,

21].

The process of TP absorption can be represented as

follows: the “first” incoming photon of incident radiation

can excite molecule from the ground state g to an inter�

mediate virtual state v, and after that, the “second” pho�

ton has the probability to excite the molecule from the

virtual excited state to a real excited state e (Fig. 1a).

Therefore, fluorescence intensity, ITPEF, will be propor�

tional to the square of pump intensity, IP, and to the cross

section of TP absorption, σ(2):

(2)

The cross section of TP absorption, which has a

dimension of cm4·s, can be estimated as:

(3)

where σ (1)
gv , σ (1)

ve – cross sections of single�photon absorp�

tions, the characteristic value of which is 10–17�10–16 cm2,

and τv is the lifetime of the virtual state which, which for
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photons with the frequency ω and transition frequency

ωev can be estimated from Heisenberg’s uncertainty ratio

as τv ~ 1/|ωev – ω| ≈ 10–16�10–15 s. Therefore, the cross sec�

tion of TP absorption is of the order of σ(2) ≈ 10–49 cm4·s.

A generalization for n�photon absorption can be carried

out in a similar way.

For TP excitation, it is usually sufficient to double

the wavelength of the radiation used for single�photon

a

b d

c

Fig. 1. a) Diagrams of linear and nonlinear optical processes. Note that in the case of linear scattering, generation of the second harmonic,

and CARS, no electronic excitation of sample molecules occurs. b) Spatial localization of the signal with linear and nonlinear excitation. With

linear excitation, the signal is generated from the entire volume, while with nonlinear excitation, the signal is generated only from a small (of

the order of a femtoliter) region. c) Generation of TP�excited fluorescence (TPEF) and second harmonic (SHG). Fluorescence emission is

isotropic and does not depend on the macroscopic ordering of a sample (left). For effective radiation at the frequency of the second harmonic,

macroscopic ordering is required (right). d) Schematic diagram of a multiphoton microscope. PMT, photomultiplier tubes. Adapted from [4]

by permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Nature Methods.
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excitation. However, in addition to the estimate of TP

absorption cross section given above (Eq. (3)), it is impor�

tant to remember that selection rules for TP processes

differ from those for single�photon processes. For exam�

ple, single�photon transitions between states of different

parity are allowed in symmetric molecules, while TP

transitions are possible only between states of the same

parity – as a result, the shapes of single�photon and TP

absorption spectra sometimes may differ significantly

[22].

Generation of optical harmonics. The effect of gener�

ation of optical harmonics is fundamentally different

from multiphoton absorption. Experimentally, generation

of the second and third optical harmonics is the easiest to

observe. In these processes, two (three) photons are

“simultaneously” scattered by the electrons of the mole�

cule, turning into one photon with the energy that is

exactly two (three) times higher (Fig. 1a). Generation of

harmonics, being an effect of nonlinear scattering, does

not require absorption of the incident wave in a sample;

however, it is enhanced due to a resonant increase in

polarizability if the radiation frequency approaches the

frequency of electronic transition of molecules [4, 23].

It can be demonstrated that intense scattering with

the doubled frequency will be observed if a molecule does

not exhibit inversion symmetry. However, the absence of

inversion symmetry for molecules is not sufficient for

generation of the second harmonic; it is also essential that

such asymmetry is preserved in macrovolume. We should

note that such a restriction on the absence of inversion

symmetry is required only for effective generation of even

optical harmonics [17, 21].

If scattering on a doubled frequency occurs for volu�

metrically disordered molecules, then a fraction of the

waves will interfere destructively (and the signal will be

low in intensity), and in the case of an ordered molecule

arrangement, the scattered radiation will be emitted

coherently – such coherent propagation is called SHG

[21, 24]. Coherence also implies that optical harmonics

will be generated effectively only in certain directions, in

contrast to AF (Fig. 1c).

Coherent anti�Stokes Raman scattering. Another

nonlinear optical process that is still quite rarely used in

practice but is promising for molecular imaging is coher�

ent anti�Stokes Raman scattering (CARS). A diagram of

this process is shown in Fig. 1a. The object is irradiated by

incident radiation containing three waves, two of which

usually possess the same frequency ωp, and the third one,

denoted as the Stokes wave, has the frequency ωS.

Interacting on cubic polarizability, these waves “gener�

ate” several frequency polarization components, which

become sources of secondary waves with the frequencies

of these components. CARS uses a component with the

frequency ωΑS = 2ωp – ωS [25�27], the frequency of

which is higher than that of incident waves, allowing to

call it anti�Stokes. CARS spectroscopy is based on the

effect of resonant increase in cubic polarizability and, as

a result, in radiation intensity on a combination (anti�

Stokes) frequency with tuning of the difference between

the frequencies of the incident waves to the frequency of

intramolecular oscillations: ωp – ωS ≈ Ω. Therefore,

CARS spectroscopy can selectively visualize molecules

with specific chemical bonds. During instrumental

implementation of CARS, a laser is used with a tuning of

one of the frequencies of incident radiation. The main

advantage of CARS in comparison with spontaneous

Raman scattering (SRS) is its greater sensitivity (by 5�8

orders of magnitude).

Advantages of nonlinear microscopy for molecular
imaging and characteristic parameters of the applied
setups. As noted earlier, methods of nonlinear optical

microscopy have several advantages compared to linear

microscopy.

First, for excitation of molecules that absorb in the

UV and short�wavelength part of the visible range (λ ~

350�500 nm), radiation in the red region of visible light

and the near�IR range can be used (λex ~ 700�1000 nm).

The radiation of such wavelengths has a greater penetra�

tion depth compared to visible light due to lower scatter�

ing – the characteristic value of the optical path of the

visible light in skin will be in the order of 100 μm, while at

the wavelength of 1000 nm (near�IR range), this length

will be in the order of 600 μm [28]. Second, multiphoton

absorption spectra are less structured and wider than sin�

gle�photon absorption spectra – often, no selection of

optimal conditions for fluorescence excitation is required

[29]. Third, since nonlinear processes have power

dependence on the intensity of the incident radiation, the

signal is generated only in the focal plane of the lens from

a volume of the order of a femtoliter (Fig. 1b). Due to

this, potential photodamage is limited only to the focal

volume and does not take place above and below the lens

focus [30]. Additionally, by generating a signal only from

the focal plane and with a larger penetration depth, it is

possible to scan samples three�dimensionally [4, 31].

Note that despite the lower value of the scattering

coefficient in the near�IR range, the number of ballistic

(non�scattered) pump photons in tissues decays exponen�

tially with penetration depth – the capabilities of MPM

in penetrating tissue are limited. For example, the signal

of generated two�photon fluorescence F is determined as

,

where P0 – power of excitation radiation on the sample

surface, ls
(ex.) – free path length of a photon scattered on

the excitation wavelength. Consequently, the maximum

penetration depth can be estimated as:

(4)
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where Φ is the fraction of fluorescence photons that were

detected, α – the parameter characterizing the efficien�

cy of fluorophores’ radiation and noise characteristics of

the detector, τ and 1/T – characteristic pulse length and

repetition rate of the pulses [19]. Therefore, improving

the efficiency of light detection or increasing the power

of excitation radiation will only result in an insignificant

increase in the maximum penetration depth (Eq. (4)),

and at the same time, an increase in power densities may

result in photochemical damage of metabolites and ther�

mal tissue damage. Given this, the maximum depth of

MPM using the signal of endogenous fluorophores can

be estimated as ~200 μm [18]. A significant increase in

the penetration depth (up to 1.6 mm) may be achieved

by shifting the excitation radiation to the long�wave�

length region (1000�1300 nm) [32, 33]; however, an

increase in the excitation radiation wavelength can result

in a decrease of the detected signal due to the low cross

section of nonlinear optical processes in the long wave�

length region. It should also be noted that the MPM

penetration depth is limited by the presence of a weak

background fluorescence signal generated outside of the

focal plane. A detailed study of the limitations of MPM

in tissue penetration was carried out, for example, in

[34].

Here is a brief description of the main parameters of

experimental setups used for nonlinear optical

microscopy. A detailed description can be found, for

example, in the studies [31, 35]. The principle of opera�

tion of a multiphoton microscope is in many respects

similar to that of a confocal laser scanning microscope.

The main difference is related to radiation sources. A tun�

able wavelength (700�1000 nm) titanium�sapphire laser is

commonly used as a radiation source. The characteristic

duration of radiation pulses is ~100 fs, which makes it

possible to achieve peak intensities of the order of 1013 W/

cm2 in the focal plane by spatial focusing with lenses of a

large numerical aperture. Such intensities are sufficient to

generate nonlinear optical signals.

A typical optical path of a multiphoton microscope is

as follows. The laser beam passes through an intensity

modulator, after which the beam is expanded with a tele�

scopic system and hits the galvanic scanner controlling

the beam position in the XY plane (Fig. 1d). The scanning

rate can reach ~30 frames per second [36]. After the XY

scanner, the beam is again expanded with a lens system to

fill the aperture of the lens, which focuses the radiation

on the sample. The generated nonlinear signal can be

detected both in the “epi” and “trans�” configuration of

the microscope; for this purpose, a dichroic mirror is

installed in the optical path of the microscope, cutting off

the pump radiation from the useful signal.

Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM).
As mentioned earlier, spectral and temporal characteris�

tics of a fluorescence signal do not depend on the excita�

tion pathway. This allows using the advantages of multi�

photon excitation in such a method as fluorescence life�

time imaging microscopy (FLIM).

FLIM is a type of microscopy in which the spatial

distribution of fluorophore lifetime is displayed on the

image (Fig. 2a) [3]. Visualization of lifetime provides

another way of contrasting that, in a first approximation,

does not depend on such factors as incident radiation

intensity and optical path length, which are difficult to

control in biological objects. Fluorescence lifetime

depends on internal properties of the fluorophore itself,

as well as on its interaction with its immediate environ�

ment: for example, in decay kinetics, the effects of

dynamic quenching, resonant energy transfer, or changes

in the conformation of the fluorophore can be exhibited

[3].

A multiphoton microscope can be equipped with

FLIM module, e.g., based on time�correlated single pho�

ton counting (TCSPC) technique [3]. Other detection

Fig. 2. A schematic representation of: a) cells obtained by the FLIM method: color�coded fluorescence decay time (from fast (1 ns, red) to

slow (10 ns, blue); b) fluorescence decay curves for various image points. c) Representation of FLIM data on a phase diagram: each point cor�

responds to a pixel of the image, with the color�coded fluorescence decay time in accordance with (a).

a b

c
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methods, as well as details related to the FLIM method,

are described in detail in the literature [37].

The concept of the TCSPC method can be briefly

described as follows. A pulsed radiation source excites the

molecules of the substance under study, after which a

detector determines the time elapsed between the excita�

tion radiation pulse and a fluorescence photon emitted by

the sample. The detected intensity of the fluorescence

signal undergoes attenuation in order to detect single

photon per excitation pulse. In this case, with numerous

repetitions, a histogram of time counts will represent the

dependence of the fluorescence signal intensity over time.

After excitation, the dependence of the fluorescence

signal intensity on time, F(t), has the shape of an expo�

nential curve:

(5)

where τ – fluorescence decay time; A – signal intensity at

the initial time (amplitude), proportional to the quantum

yield of fluorescence and the total concentration of the flu�

orophore. If several different fluorophores are present in the

sample, the time signal will be the sum of the exponentials:

(6)

where ai and τi – amplitude and characteristic decay time

of the i�th fluorophore (Fig. 2b). However, such depend�

ence is valid only in the case of an ideal detector that

instantly responds to input and absence of any additional

noises. In fact, the detected signal S(t) is a convolution of

the fluorescence signal F(t) with the response function of

the detector’s IRF(t) (Instrument Response Function):

(7)

The FLIM data processing methods can be divided

into parametric and non�parametric ones. In parametric

approaches, the detected time signal is approximated by a

function, the form of which is defined and determined by

certain parameters. For example, the decay law is

assumed to be two�exponential and parameters a1, τ1, a2,

τ2 are chosen so that the signal convolution (Eq. (6))

reflects the experimental signal most accurately. For

instance, in the least squares method, the approximation

function and experimental points are compared by the

weighted standard deviation.

Thus, fluorescence decay parameters can be deter�

mined for each pixel of an image independently of other

pixels. It is often assumed that there are at least two chro�

mophores in a sample, and two exponents are used for

FLIM approximation (see Eq. (5)), and after that, the

mean lifetime, τm, is visualized on the image (Fig. 2a):

(8)

The disadvantage of “pixel�by�pixel” processing of

FLIM images is the need for a large number of photo�

counts for approximation. If restoring one decay time and

one amplitude of a monoexponential curve requires about

200 photocounts, then reliable determination of two life�

times requires at least 10,000 photocounts [38]. The

accumulation of such a number of photocounts in the

kinetics for each pixel of an image significantly increases

the image acquisition time and may also lead to a pho�

todegradation of the sample – usually, the number of

counts for one kinetics does not exceed several thousands.

In non�parametric methods, no approximation of

the time signal by a known function is required – instead,

values characterizing the fluorophore ensemble are calcu�

lated directly from the experimentally measured time sig�

nal. These methods allow to conveniently visualize tem�

poral characteristics, while taking significantly less time

to process FLIM data [39�41].

For instance, the phasor plot method has been wide�

ly adopted recently [39]. In this approach, the time signal

is convoluted with sine and cosine functions:

(9)

where I(t) – the dependence of the fluorescence signal on

time, ω – the frequency that in [39] was suggested to be

chosen inversely to detection time interval. In fact, such a

transformation is similar to isolation of Fourier amplitude

of the time signal on frequency ω. For a monoexponen�

tial curve with a characteristic decay time τ, the C and S

values are provided by the equations:

(10)

If we now mark this point on the C–S plane, then

this point will be located on a semicircle with a unit radius

and a center at (0.5; 0) (Fig. 2c). If the time signal is a

sum of several exponents, C and S values will be superpo�

sitions of the following type:

(11)

where

is relative contribution of the i�th fluorophore to mean

fluorescence intensity. For instance, if fluorescence decay

kinetics is biexponential, then the corresponding point on

the phase diagram will be located on the segment con�

necting the points corresponding to monoexponential

decays with times τ1 and τ2. Proximity to each of the

points will be determined by the relative contributions of
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the first and second fluorophores. Basically, the vector

addition rule works on the C–S plane (Fig. 2c). The con�

venience of the phasor plot method also involves the fact

that it is possible to simultaneously visualize a large num�

ber of fluorophores according to their temporal charac�

teristics [42, 43], which will be illustrated in section

“Several Applications of MPM for Studying Biochemical

Processes in Connective Tissue and Biomedical

Diagnostics”.

THE ORIGIN OF ENDOGENOUS REPORTER

MOLECULES IN MPM: SOURCES

OF MULTIPHOTON AUTOFLUORESCENCE

AND OPTICAL HARMONICS

Tryptophan and tryptophan�containing proteins.
Intrinsic fluorescence of protein macromolecules, caused

by the presence of aromatic amino acid residues (Trp, Tyr,

Phe), is widely used for studying conformational changes,

intermolecular interactions, biochemical processes in the

cell, and for biomedical diagnostics [13]. Fluorescence of

tryptophan residues is the most intense, while fluores�

cence of tyrosine residues in tryptophan�containing pro�

teins is quenched [44], and in the field of molecular imag�

ing, intrinsic fluorescence of proteins usually stands for

tryptophan fluorescence. Fluorescence intensity, the

shape of the fluorescence spectrum, and relaxation kinet�

ics of the excited state of tryptophan are widely used not

only for experiments in vitro, but also in fluorescent bio�

medical diagnostics [13, 14].

Being a classical fluorophore at single�photon exci�

tation, tryptophan is much less often used as an informa�

tive signal source in multiphoton microscopy. This fact is

primarily due to the absence of an optimal pump wave�

length (~600 nm) for TP excitation of Trp (the maximum

single�photon absorption of which is in the 280 nm

region, and the emission maximum – in the 310�360 nm

region, depending on the environment [13] (see table)) in

most of the laser sources used in MPM, as well as the less�

er depth from which the Trp fluorescence signal can be

detected compared to other fluorophores. In addition,

measuring such an informative parameter of tryptophan

fluorescence as its spectrum shape is hardly possible in

Fluorophore

Tryptophan

Serotonin

Collagen

Elastin

Keratin

Fluorescent glycation products (AGEs)

NAD(P)HF

NAD(P)HB

FADF

Melanin

Lipofuscin

Photophysical parameters of endogenous fluorophores: λex, excitation wavelength; λem, position of emission spectrum

maximum; τ, mean lifetime of an excited state. Indices 1PE, 2PE, 3PE refer to single�, two� and tree�photon excita�

tion, respectively

τ, ns

0.1�10*

−

1 [51]

1.3 [51]

−

−

0.4 [61]

1�6.5 [61]*

2.3�2.9 [10]

0.1 [63]

0.4 [66]

λem, nm

310�360 [50]*

340 [49]

370�440 [52]

475 [53]

420 [54]
450�520 [55]** 
465 [53]

450(1PE) [56]

460 [60]

440 [60]

50 [59]

550 [63, 64]

480�700 [12]

λex, nm

280(1PE)

600(2PE) [46] 
760(3PE) [47, 48]

760(3PE) [49]

760(2PE) [51]

760(2PE) [51]

350(1PE) [54]
700�900(2PE) [55]
764 [53] 

350(1PE) [56]
760(2PE) [57]

330�360(1PE) [10]
<760(2PE) [58, 59]

330�360(1PE) [10]
<760(2PE) [58, 59]

360, 450(1PE) [62]
725�760, 850�950(2PE) [59]

760�800(2PE) [63]

400�500(1PE) [12]
755, 860(2PE) [65]

* Depending on the environment.

** Depending on the excitation wavelength.
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microscopy experiments. This is due to the fact that for

most of the used setups, detection is carried out at fixed

wavelengths without spectral resolution.

The number of studies on MPM with Trp fluores�

cence signal is rather limited; however, the available

results allow us to estimate the prospects of further using

this signal in MPM. For example, in [45] MPM was used

for rat skin in vivo, achieving an increased contrast in

visualization of dermis cells in comparison with the signal

from other fluorophores, NAD(P)H and FAD. This is

due to the localization of the signal from the latter in

small areas (predominantly in mitochondria), while Trp

fluorescence is distributed over a cell evenly. MPM using

Trp AF also allows the detection of leukocytes in vivo

[46].

AF of Trp can also be obtained by three�photon exci�

tation (λex ~ 700�800/λem ~ 350 nm), and the low absorp�

tion cross section can be compensated for by a high fluo�

rophore concentration. Thus, Trp AF with three�photon

excitation was used for metabolic imaging together with

signals from NAD(P)H and FAD [47, 48] – this aspect

will be discussed in the section “MI with Trp fluorescence

as an indicator”. Also of interest is the detection of tryp�

tophan metabolites, in particular, of serotonin, using

MPM [49], for which three�photon excitation is used

[31].

Fluorescence of structural proteins of connective tis�
sue and epidermis. A number of fibrillar proteins, which

are the main components of tissue – collagen, elastin,

and keratin – emit fluorescence with a maximum in the

450 nm region when excited in the 350 nm region [54,

67]. This fact is due to the presence of so�called crosslinks

in their structure [68]. Nevertheless, the chemical struc�

ture and optical properties may differ for elastin [69], col�

lagen [70], and keratin [71]. AF of structural proteins is

considered in detail in the context of the tasks of biomed�

ical diagnostics, in particular, skin studies [67, 72].

Collagen is the most common protein in the human body.

Collagens of various types, as well as collagens obtained

from various sources, have varying spectral properties and

fluorescence lifetimes [73]. The data on the absolute val�

ues of the lifetimes of the excited state of collagens of var�

ious types and elastin vary significantly [51].

Keratin in the skin is synthesized by keratinocytes,

cells that make up 90% of the epidermis. Over time, ker�

atinocytes move from the basement membrane to the sur�

face of the skin while synthesizing more keratin.

Therefore, the highest concentration of keratin is detect�

ed in the stratum corneum of the skin, which consists of

dead cells – corneocytes [74]. The stratum corneum

exhibits intense fluorescence and, despite its rather small

thickness compared with penetration depth of excitation

radiation, makes a significant contribution to the AF

spectra of skin [72]. The optical properties of keratin

under TP excitation in the region of 700�900 nm were

analyzed in [55]. The shape of the fluorescence spectrum

of a keratin sample was shown to depend on excitation

wavelength, shifting to the long wavelength region with

increasing pump wavelength (the position of the maxi�

mum shifts from 450 to 500 nm with an increase in the

excitation wavelength from 760 to 900 nm), which is

probably due to excitation of various groups of fluorescent

crosslinks.

Fluorescence of proteins caused by biochemical
processes: glycation and oxidation. A number of biochem�

ical processes can also affect the optical properties of

structural proteins. For example, during glycation of pro�

tein molecules, fluorescent endproducts of glycation can

form (AGEs, advanced glycation endproducts) [75, 76],

in particular, pentosidine [77]. In diabetes, darkening of

skin is observed due to collagen glycation [78], and the

fluorescent signal from the resulting glycation products is

widely used to diagnose the disease and quantify the

degree of glycation of structural proteins [56, 75].

Excitation of AGE fluorescence is usually carried out at

350 nm, and their emission spectrum is broad with a max�

imum in the region of 450 nm and similar to AF spectra of

structural proteins [56]. The glycation process also vividly

manifests in optical properties of the tissue under TP exci�

tation. For example, in [57], glycation of ex vivo skin sam�

ples was analyzed by MPM. AF intensity was shown to

increase with glycation of collagen, while the intensity of

the SHG signal decreases. Similar results were obtained in

in vitro experiments on collagen glycation [79], as well as

ex vivo for various connective tissue samples [80]. This

fact is a consequence of the formation of fluorescent

AGEs, resulting in an increase in AF, and a disruption in

collagen structure, leading to a decrease in SHG.

Oxidation processes can also significantly affect the

fluorescent properties of structural proteins, primarily

due to their effect on aromatic amino acid residues [71,

81�83]. The processes of aging and the related accumula�

tion of reactive oxygen species (ROS) can also cause post�

translational modifications of proteins and formation of

new fluorescent crosslinks [84].

In terms of the origin of endogenous fluorophores,

the fact that “blue” fluorescence – virtually similar in its

spectral properties to the fluorescence of structural pro�

teins – can be observed in globular proteins is important

as well [85]. In a number of papers [86�88], blue fluores�

cence of globular proteins is used as an aggregation mark�

er (in particular, of fibrillation), and the nature of the flu�

orophore responsible for it is debatable [89]. In [90], it

was demonstrated that blue fluorescence can be observed

not only for aggregates, but also for monomers of globu�

lar proteins and is linked to the presence of carbonyl

groups in them. Finally, blue fluorescence can also be

observed during oxidation and glycation of monomers of

globular proteins [91].

Thus, the characteristic signal of connective tissue

emission with a maximum in the 450 nm range with sin�

gle�photon excitation in the range of near UV and TP
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excitation in the range of 700�800 nm can be associated

with both fluorescent crosslinks in structural proteins and

posttranslational modifications of fibrillar and globular

proteins. Although this signal is not specific for fluo�

rophores of the same type, it can be used for biomedical

diagnostics if there is a priori information about the object

[88].

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH).
NAD and NADP are universal cofactors involved in a

multitude of redox processes in cells of living organisms

[92]. These molecules are apparently the most frequently

used endogenous markers in conducting research on liv�

ing objects using methods of fluorescence spectroscopy in

general and MPM in particular.

The redox state of the cell is a determining factor in

bioenergetic processes and metabolism and is directly

related to pathological processes in the body. Oxidized

and reduced NAD and NADP play an important role in

the redox state of the cell, being involved in a number of

key metabolic processes. NAD is responsible for ATP

production in the cytoplasm by glycolysis and in mito�

chondria by oxidative phosphorylation (OP), and NADP

is involved in biosynthesis of lipids, amino acids,

nucleotides, and protection against ROS. Therefore, the

generation of ROS depends on the redox state of NAD,

while NADP acts as an antioxidant protection of the cell

[61].

The nicotinamide fragment of NADH absorbs in the

range of 340 ± 30 nm and emits fluorescence in the range

of 460 ± 50 nm, while the spectral properties of NADPH

are similar due to the remoteness of the phosphate group

from the nicotinamide fragment, which is the chro�

mophore and fluorophore of NAD(P)H [9]. In this

regard, NAD(P)H is the designation usually used in liter�

ature as the name of the fluorophore, since precise iden�

tification of the source of fluorescence is difficult. At the

same time, oxidized forms of NAD(P)+ do not possess the

indicated absorption bands and, accordingly, fluores�

cence, which makes it possible to determine the

NAD(P)H/NAD(P)+ ratio – redox status of the cell – by

using fluorescence spectroscopy with single�photon exci�

tation in the region of 360 nm or with TP excitation in the

region of 700�800 nm [93]. In addition to fluorescence

intensity, another approach to analyzing metabolic

processes is widely covered in the literature, which is

based on measurements of NAD(P)H fluorescence decay

kinetics (see also section “Several Applications of MPM

for Studying Biochemical Processes in Connective Tissue

and Biomedical Diagnostics”).

Since NAD(P) is a cofactor in a number of catalytic

reactions, and its optical properties (in particular, the life�

time of the excited state) are sensitive to microenviron�

ment, time�resolved fluorimetry allows analysis of the

biochemical processes involving them. The fluorescence

lifetime of free NAD(P)H in a solution varies in the range

of 0.3�0.8 ns, whereas for the form bound to an enzyme,

it increases to 1.0�6.5 ns, depending on the protein [61].

Fluorescence relaxation kinetics of NAD(P)H is usually

interpreted as follows: for a biexponential approximation,

the first (fast) time is assigned to the free form,

NAD(P)HF, and the second (slow) time – to the bound

form, NAD(P)HB: hereinafter, superscripts F (“Free”)

and B (“Bound”) will denote the free and bound forms,

respectively. It is known that due to NAD(P) being a

cofactor for various enzymes, the measured relaxation

kinetics is averaged over a heterogeneous system of fluo�

rophores with different lifetimes. Despite the high

demand for this approach and its productivity in studies

of biochemical processes, the interpretation of the relax�

ation kinetics of the excited state of NAD(P)H in a cell is

still a matter of discussion [58, 60, 94].

NAD(P)HF exists in two conformations in a solu�

tion, folded and unfolded, that are in dynamic equilibri�

um. The relaxation kinetics of NAD(P)HF AF consists of

two components with times that are approximately 0.2

and 0.6 ns, and their spectral properties are identical [60].

The longer lifetime corresponds to the folded conforma�

tion, which was explained in [95] by formation of an exci�

plex (a complex with charge transfer formed in the excit�

ed state) during the interaction of nicotinamide and ade�

nine fragments. Nevertheless, a number of other

hypotheses appeared later in the literature, explaining the

biexponential character of the relaxation kinetics of

NAD(P)HF by various photophysical processes in the

nicotinamide fragment of the molecule [96]. The increase

in the lifetime of NAD(P)H upon its binding to enzymes

is determined by the conformation of the cofactor at the

binding site and the restriction of its mobility [96].

In a number of studies, it is pointed out that

NAD(P)HB can also contribute to the fast component of

relaxation kinetics [60, 94]. Moreover, a decrease in the

mean fluorescence lifetime of NAD(P)H in a cell can be

due to a redistribution of contributions from NAD(P)HB

associated with various enzymes, rather than to an

increase in the NAD(P)HF/NAD(P)HB ratio [94].

Further, in study [58], it was shown that contribution of

NADPH to NAD(P)H fluorescence kinetics in cells is

very significant. Using the methods of molecular biology

and applying a number of substances to affect the

NAD/NADP ratio in a cell, the authors demonstrated

that after excitation at 700 nm, the lifetimes of NADHB

and NADPHB in cells were 1.5 ± 0.2 and 4.4 ± 0.2 ns,

respectively. The main conclusion was that changes in flu�

orescence decay kinetics of NADPH in a cell cannot

explicitly indicate a change in metabolism from OP to

glycolysis, since they may be associated with the redistri�

bution of the contributions of NADH and NADPH to the

kinetics during metabolic changes.

To summarize, fluorescence intensity and relaxation

kinetics of NAD(P)H are informative indicators for

studying biochemical processes in cells, primarily those
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related to metabolism, some examples of which are given

in section “Several Applications of MPM for Studying

Biochemical Processes in Connective Tissue and

Biomedical Diagnostics”. At the same time, a detailed

analysis of photophysical processes with their participa�

tion in cells is still a priority [58, 61]. One of the

approaches providing additional information about cell

redox state is simultaneous measurement of signals from

NAD(P)H and flavin adenine dinucleotide, FAD, which

is a “complementary” cofactor�indicator of the metabol�

ic cell state [97].

Flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and riboflavin. In

cells, FAD is mainly a cofactor for enzymes involved in

redox processes [59, 98]. The number of flavoproteins

(FP) is very large, but for most of them, flavin fluores�

cence of cofactors is quenched due to electron transfer to

them from aromatic amino acid residues [99].

Additionally, the conformation of FAD plays a decisive

role during its binding – in the presence of interaction

between two FAD fragments (stacking), the lifetime and

quantum yield of fluorescence decrease [62]. A detailed

analysis of the photophysical properties of FAD and FP

can be found in [62].

It is known that two FPs involved in metabolic

processes (lipoamide dehydrogenase and electron transfer

FP) make a major contribution to FAD fluorescence [59,

98]. Due to the fact that only FPs with an oxidized cofac�

tor and only the reduced form of NAD(P)H are fluores�

cent, the corresponding signals react to a change in the

metabolic state in reverse [59, 98]. In this regard, deter�

mining the cell redox state by measuring the ratio of

NAD(P)H and FAD signals is widely used to monitor the

metabolism of cells and tissues, and this includes using

MPM [59, 97]. The redox ratio can be calculated from

the fluorescence intensities of NAD(P)H and FAD in

several ways [100], but in any case, this parameter is not

affected by artifacts associated with measuring absolute

intensity values. In contrast to that of NAD(P)H, the flu�

orescent signal of FAD in MPM can be obtained with a

longer excitation wavelength (~850 nm), is less suscepti�

ble to photodegradation, and is localized mainly in mito�

chondria [59].

Besides FAD, riboflavin, a water�soluble vitamin

precursor of FAD in cells, is of interest for AF. The results

associated with the detection of a characteristic AF signal

(λex ~ 480/λem ~ 530 nm) in cancer stem cells (SC) are

presented in [101]. The appearance of AF was found to be

ATP�dependent, and it was also shown that the ATP�

dependent transport protein ABCG2, for which

riboflavin is a substrate, is overexpressed in cells with AF

and colocalized with membranes of vesicles that exhibit

AF within cells. Thus, it was reliably demonstrated that

riboflavin is a source of AF specific for cancer SCs.

Melanin. Melanins are heterogeneous pigments

responsible for photoprotection and color of skin, hair,

and eyes. There are a number of model structures of

melanin in the literature, but in general they can be

described as heterogeneous polymers resulting from oxi�

dation of phenols and subsequent polymerization of

intermediate phenols and quinones formed from them

[102].

The spectrum of single�photon melanin absorption

in the visible and near�IR spectrum regions is well

described by an exponent decreasing with the wavelength.

With single photon excitation, melanin AF is in the 400�

700 nm region, and its intensity is low compared to other

connective tissue fluorophores (for example, NADH and

FAD). Melanin is also able to fluoresce with single pho�

ton IR excitation (λec ~ 785/λem ~ 820�920 nm) [103].

When melanin is excited by short pulses in the

infrared range, intense fluorescence is observed.

According to [64], the process of absorption of two pho�

tons by melanin is two�step and not two�photon, that is,

it occurs in two stages with the participation of an inter�

mediate real electronic state. This is due to the fact that,

unlike other fluorophores, melanin has a significant

absorption cross section in the infrared region of the

spectrum, and since the lifetime of its excited state is

short (~100 ps), a large photon flux density is required for

absorption from the excited state to occur, which happens

when using a laser radiation source with parameters char�

acteristic of MPM. This being said, the two�step absorp�

tion cross section of melanin is larger than TP absorption

cross sections of most fluorophores in connective tissue,

making it possible to carry out selective melanin imaging,

which underlies studies on diagnosing pathological

processes in skin [63, 104]. Another parameter that allows

isolation of the contribution of melanin AF is its short

fluorescence lifetime (~200 ps) [63].

Lipofuscin. Another endogenous fluorophore, local�

ized mainly in cell lysosomes, is lipofuscin, which is a

heterogeneous formation consisting of proteins, lipids,

and/or carotenoids, distinguished by the presence of

crosslinks and its oxidation [105]. Lipofuscin formation is

often associated with pathological processes in the body,

such as oxidative stress and aging, both of which are asso�

ciated with the accumulation of degradation products in

cells. Lipofuscin is believed to be a pigment of aging, and

therefore it is often regarded as a marker of pathological

processes [106].

Due to heterogeneity of its molecular composition,

the optical properties of lipofuscin are characterized by

wide spectral ranges of fluorescence excitation (300�

500 nm) and emission (480�700 nm) [107]. A detailed

analysis of the spectral properties of lipofuscin is compli�

cated by the fact that its optical properties largely depend

on its concentration: in the case of dense packing of mol�

ecules in granules, the effect of the internal filter should

be taken into account, i.e., self�absorption of fluores�

cence by lipofuscin, resulting in a shift of the emission

maximum to the long�wavelength region (the so�called

metachromic effect [108]). The simultaneous detection
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of signals from lipofuscin, NAD(P)H, and FAD is a

promising tool for analyzing pathological processes and

oxidative stress by MPM (for more details, see section

“Several Applications of MPM for Studying Biochemical

Processes in Connective Tissue and Biomedical

Diagnostics”).

In histological studies, AF resulting from the pres�

ence of lipofuscin appears to be a problem: due to the

considerable width of the spectra of fluorescence excita�

tion and emission, the signal from lipofuscin can mask

even an intense immunofluorescence signal. To counter

this phenomenon, tissue samples are dyed with Sudan

Black dye, which is an effective fluorescence quencher

[109]. Also, in [66], a method was proposed for isolating

the signal of a fluorescent probe embedded in amyloid

bodies from the background lipofuscin signal for MPM in

vivo. The proposed approach relies on both the spectral

features of lipofuscin and the short lifetime of its fluores�

cence (~0.4 ns) compared to the probe.

In addition to the radiation of the lipids contained in

lipofuscin, an emission from oxidized lipids that are not

localized in granules can be observed. In [53], by using

MPM and spectral detection, it was shown that fluores�

cence of stratum corneum, as well as of intercellular space

of the upper skin layers, is shifted to the long�wavelength

region compared to keratin and NAD(P)H spectra and,

at least partially, is associated with lipids.

Optical harmonic generation. The SHG signal asso�

ciated with the response of type I collagens (in the der�

mis) carries information on its concentration, morpholo�

gy, and localization, which is important for clinical stud�

ies. A review of SHG applications for molecular imaging,

including that of collagen fibers, can be found in the book

[15]. Images of extracellular matrix obtained by SHG

usually contain filamentary structures, and a number of

methods are used in the literature to analyze such images.

The most common method is based on the Fourier trans�

formation of the image, in the literature this is referred to

as FT�SHG. The method is based on the fact that a two�

dimensional Fourier transformation spectrum contains

information on the prevalent directions in the image

[110]. The Fourier transformation frequencies are

inversely proportional to the dimensions of the spatial

features, and the maximum frequency of the Fourier

transformation corresponds to the minimum characteris�

tic size of the image. In general, it can be argued that

SHG microscopy is one of the most relevant modalities of

MPM and allows extraction of valuable information on

the organization of extracellular matrix [110].

The MPM method allows simultaneous measure�

ments of type I collagen distribution (by SHG intensity)

and elastin distribution (by AF) in real time in vivo [1].

The most promising approach to imaging structural pro�

teins in connective tissue is considered to be multimodal

detection, when AF, SHG, and FLIM signals are simul�

taneously measured [43, 51]. SHG microscopy may also

be convenient for studying nanoparticles. In particular, in

[111], the depth of zinc oxide nanoparticle penetration

into the epidermis was determined using SHG.

The third harmonic generation effect (THG) pro�

vides an additional contrasting mechanism, which in this

case can be combined with other types of nonlinear opti�

cal microscopy [15, 112, 113]. As mentioned earlier,

unlike SHG, no specific spatial arrangement or asymme�

try of substance molecules is required for a response on

the tripled frequency – it can be generated by any envi�

ronment. However, with THG microscopy, a signal is

usually not observed from homogeneous environments

due to a destructive wave interference in a converging

beam of excitation radiation [17]. In this regard, contrast

THG images are obtained if optical inhomogeneities are

comparable to the focal spot in size. For example, lipid

droplets [112] and lipid�accumulating organelles, the size

of which is several hundreds of nanometers [114], can be

visualized this way. An overview of the use of THG is

given in [113]: THG microscopy allows visualizing the

cell membrane, nuclear morphology, hemodynamic stud�

ies in vivo, separation of leukocyte types, etc. It is impor�

tant to note that the detection of AF, THG, and SHG can

be carried out in MPM simultaneously by detecting the

signal in different spectral channels [115], thus ensuring

multimodality.

SEVERAL APPLICATIONS OF MPM

FOR STUDYING BIOCHEMICAL PROCESSES

IN CONNECTIVE TISSUE

AND BIOMEDICAL DIAGNOSTICS

Studies of cell metabolism with the use of fluores�

cence of cofactors NAD(P)H and FAD began with the

works by B. Chance in the 1960s and became very popu�

lar in various fields of research. The development of opti�

cal microscopy methods, in particular, confocal

microscopy, allowed metabolic imaging (MI)1 – analysis

of redox status of a cell, determined through the parame�

ters of NAD(P)H and/or FAD fluorescence signal – with

subcellular spatial resolution, and introduction of the

FLIM method in the 1990s led to the appearance of an

additional information channel based on measuring fluo�

rescence decay kinetics, which was free from the short�

comings of the approach based on measuring signal

intensity [116].

Finally, the development of MPM allowed to per�

form MI on 3D structures with a smaller contribution of

photodegradation. Over the years of its existence, using

MI accumulated a large body of data in various fields,

which has been reflected in a number of reviews – for

1 Henceforth, metabolic imaging refers to fluorescent metabol�

ic imaging in which only the fluorescent fraction of the cell

metabolome is tracked.
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example [9, 10, 61]. In view of this, we briefly describe the

major results and trends in MI with MPM�FLIM in this

review and elaborate on its less conventional applications

with the focus on photophysical processes underlying the

observed changes in the signal from cells, as well as on

using endogenous fluorophores in addition to NAD(P)H

and FAD.

Studies of oncological processes. Cancer cell

research in 2D and 3D models with using MPM�FLIM is

aimed both at studying fundamental aspects related to

their metabolic features and heterogeneity, and at devel�

oping methods for diagnosing tumor cell response to anti�

cancer drugs. Additionally, the possibility of clinical use

of MI for biomedical diagnosis of cancer and navigation

through a surgical field is discussed extensively in the lit�

erature [2]. Due to the fact that a number of reviews [9,

10, 100, 117] are devoted to this area of research, we are

not delving into any specific examples in this work, but

considering only the general picture which reveals the

general idea of the mechanisms underlying changes in

fluorescent properties of NAD(P) and FAD in oncologi�

cal processes, although we do not claim it to be a com�

plete description of them.

Numerous studies of cancer cells with using MI

demonstrate a decrease in the redox status of such cells

and a decrease in the mean lifetime associated with an

increase in the share of NAD(P)HF. These results are

often interpreted on the basis of the Warburg hypothesis,

suggesting a change in the metabolism of cancer cells

from OP to glycolysis even under normal conditions of

oxygenation, caused by irreversible mitochondrial dys�

function [118]. Although it is currently established that

the Warburg hypothesis is not generally correct and only

certain tumor lines have mitochondrial dysfunctions, and

inhibition of glycolytic processes results in a reverse tran�

sition of tumor cells to OP, the trend of switching to gly�

colytic metabolism exists [100, 118, 119].

In general, most reports characterize cancer cells by

a smaller FAD/NADH ratio (and increased NADH fluo�

rescence) and a shorter NADH lifetime compared to the

norm, whereas a reverse trend is observed when tumor

cells are treated with anti�cancer drugs [10, 117]. The first

observation is primarily related to the fact that NADH

accumulates during glycolysis, whereas during OP, it is

oxidized to NAD+ in mitochondria, and the reverse

process is observed for FAD. The second observation is

due to the fact that the free form of NADH is localized

predominantly in cytosol and is involved in glycolysis,

while the bound form is involved in OP. This generaliza�

tion certainly has exceptions, as can be seen, for example,

from the compilation of results carried out in the review

[10]. The redox status and the ratio of concentrations of

free and bound forms of NAD(P)H were demonstrated to

allow detecting precancerous cells, distinguishing cells of

different degrees of proliferation, investigating the char�

acteristics of response and resistance for different cell

lines, etc. [9, 10, 100, 117]. In particular, MI allows a

characterization of the response to treatment already at

an early stage, which may be used for personalized medi�

cine [117].

Studies of stem cell (SC) differentiation. MI has also

been applied to studying the processes associated with

SCs, namely, the processes of their differentiation. In

addition, of interest is the analysis of cell population het�

erogeneity for isolation of pure lines and their application

in cell therapy. It should be noted that analysis of MPM�

FLIM data – based on representation of fluorescence

decay kinetics with a phase diagram – has become wide�

Fig. 3. A schematic representation of FLIM data on a phase diagram. a) Pixel distribution in a model FLIM image corresponding to

NAD(P)HF (τ ≈ 0.4 ns), NAD(P)HB (τ ≈ 3 ns) and oxidized lipids (τ ≈ 7.5 ns) on a phase diagram; level lines illustrate pixel distribution by

signal intensity. b) Pixel distribution in a FLIM image corresponding to the model experiment. The group of pixels located along the segment

connecting the areas that correspond to NAD(P)HF (blue circle) and NAD(P)HB (yellow circle) corresponds to fluorescence relaxation kinet�

ics of NAD(P)H, where a shift towards NAD(P)HF corresponds to glycolysis, and towards NAD(P)HB – to OP. The presence of oxidative

stress results in a shift of the group towards oxidized lipids (red circle). Figure 3b is adapted from [120].

a b
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spread in this field (see section “The Multiphoton

Microscopy Method”). The pixels corresponding to

NAD(P)HF (with a short lifetime) and to NAD(P)HB are

clustered in different parts of the diagram (Fig. 3), and

the shift of pixel distribution in the coordinates of the

phasor plot may indicate a redistribution of NAD(P)H

forms and a change of the main type of metabolism (the

so�called metabolic trajectory). Moreover, a number of

reports analyze the width of pixel distribution in a dia�

gram and study it with regard to heterogeneity of fluo�

rophores associated with many NAD�dependent

enzymes.

The general trend observed in studies of SC differen�

tiation using the MPM�FLIM method is an increase in

the mean cell fluorescence lifetime when they are excited

in the 700�760 nm region, which is explained by an

increase in the fraction of NAD(P)HB. At the same time,

a shift from glycolysis to OP on the metabolic trajectory is

observed in the following sequence: SCs – progenitor

cells – differentiated cells [121]. Moreover, the analysis of

data on the phasor plot allows a separation of different

cell cultures using clustering methods [122]. This

approach allowed, in particular, to distinguish SCs and

progenitor nerve cells at different stages of differentiation,

despite the fact that these stages were indistinguishable by

cell morphology and expression of markers [123].

The authors [124] investigated the differences in the

distribution of free and bound forms of NAD(P)H in the

L6 myoblast cell line for undifferentiated cells and cells

that were in the early stage of differentiation. The most

striking difference was shown to lie in a significant

increase in the proportion of NAD(P)HB in cell nuclei of

cells at the early stage of differentiation, which was inter�

preted as a result of the increased activity of transcription

processes and chromatin structure in comparison with

undifferentiated cells (the so�called increased nucleus

activity). Note that this interpretation differs from the

widely used concept of “metabolic trajectory”, which

operates with the parameters of NAD(P)H fluorescence

in mitochondria and cytosol (see, for example, the previ�

ous section). The interaction of regulatory proteins with

NAD in the nucleus is an important factor influencing

the process of transcription [125]. Thus, MPM�FLIM

theoretically allows non�invasive analysis of the processes

occurring in the nucleus, but its application is currently

less widespread than that of MI [124, 126]. This is proba�

bly due to the low signal from the nucleus region and the

complexity of interpreting the data, but this approach

undoubtedly reveals qualitative differences between cells.

MPM�FLIM also allows an analysis of SCs in vivo.

For example, in [127], temporal oscillations of SC meta�

bolic status of epidermis of mice were demonstrated in

vivo. Using NAD(P)H fluorescent signal, it was shown

that the circadian rhythm cyclically coordinates changes

in the contributions of glycolysis and OP with the activity

of DNA synthesis. The authors demonstrated an increase

in the proportion of NAD(P)HF at night, coinciding with

the largest proportion of SCs that are in the S phase of the

cell cycle, and suggested that this may be due to the need

to maintain low ROS concentration during active prolif�

eration.

Studying oxidative stress. Under normal metabo�

lism, ROS can play a signaling role in the regulation of

redox homeostasis in cells. An accumulation of ROS in

concentrations exceeding the normal physiological level

can result in oxidative stress – DNA damage, oxidation of

protein and lipid molecules, which, in turn, may cause a

number of pathologies – inflammatory processes, dia�

betes, cancer, and cardiovascular and neurodegenerative

diseases [92]. Oxidative stress and associated increased

concentrations of ROS can be detected by a number of

methods, including the use of fluorescent probes. At the

same time, of interest is the method of studying oxidative

stress with endogenous fluorophores, for which signals of

NADH, FAD, and oxidized lipids are used.

For example, in study [120], the use of MPM

demonstrated that under oxidative stress, lipid droplets

are formed in cells, which are characterized by a long life�

time (7.5 ns). By presenting the distribution of fluo�

rophores in a cell by the parameters of decay kinetics on

the phasor plot, the authors show that in addition to the

“metabolic trajectory” corresponding to redistribution of

NAD(P)H between the free and bound forms in a cell,

there is an “oxidative stress trajectory” (Fig. 3), charac�

terized by the appearance of a pixel group on the FLIM

image that corresponds to the long decay time. A similar

approach was used to study oxidative stress in cardiomyo�

cytes during hypoxia and under the action of cardiotoxins

[128].

Similar results were obtained in [122] when differen�

tiation of embryonic SCs was studied. It was shown that

in undifferentiated embryonic SCs, granules of ~1 μm

size are detected (λex = 760/λem ~ 500 nm) that are char�

acterized by slow fluorescence decay (~10 ns). The

authors argue that these granules contain lipids and

explain this by the fact that in undifferentiated embryon�

ic SCs, their presence is caused by a high concentration of

ROS, associated with high OP rate, as well as an excess of

unsaturated fatty acids that can form fluorophores during

oxidation.

It is important to observe that the authors [120, 122]

note that lipofuscin cannot be responsible for the fluores�

cence of granules with longer lifetimes, referring to the

fact that it is characterized by a much faster fluorescence

decay and a wide excitation spectrum; in addition, the

long�lived signal was not localized in lysosomes [122], as

might be expected for lipofuscin [12, 107]. At the same

time, in study [65], where adipogenic and osteogenic dif�

ferentiation of mesenchymal SCs was studied using

MPM, it was shown that over time, lipid granules colo�

calized with lysosomes appear in cells, the fluorescence of

which is excited both at 755 and 860 nm. The authors [65]
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identify the corresponding fluorophore as lipofuscin and

explain its accumulation by oxidative stress in cells. The

explanation of the fluorescence of granules by the pres�

ence of lipofuscin is also present in [129], where differen�

tiation of embryonic SCs was investigated. In this study,

measurements were taken using the excitation wavelength

of 366 nm, and the concentrations of fluorophores in cells

were measured by factorization of AF spectra into six

components (oxidized proteins, NAD(P)HF and

NAD(P)HB, FAD, lipofuscin, and porphyrins). The

authors [129] also explain lipofuscin accumulation in SCs

by oxidative stress and note a decrease in its levels during

differentiation.

To summarize, MPM provides a possibility for non�

invasive indirect assessment of oxidative stress by the con�

tribution of lipid granules resulting from oxidation of

lipids and ROS proteins to the fluorescence signal. In

perspective, this method can be applied not only for

studying 2D and 3D cell cultures, but also in vivo.

Neurodegenerative diseases. There is a number of

evidences in the literature on the fact that mitochondrial

dysfunction is one of the key factors in neurodegenera�

tion [130]; however, causal relationships in the develop�

ment of pathological processes are still not completely

clear. Since label�free MPM�FLIM is an informative

method for studying the metabolic processes associated

with mitochondria, and can also perform molecular

imaging, in particular, of proteins and their oligomers

[88], its application in studies of neurodegenerative

processes in models is of particular interest.

Formation of amyloid fibrils and related bodies is

associated with the development of neurodegenerative

diseases (Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and others), in par�

ticular, with a deterioration of synaptic connections

between neurons [131]. It is also known that predomi�

nantly, oligomers of amyloidogenic proteins are toxic. In

[132], metabolism of HEK293 cells was analyzed, in

which the amyloidogenic protein α�synuclein was over�

expressed (HEK293�aS), which is involved in the patho�

genesis of Parkinson’s disease, as well as that of HEK293�

aS cells, with fibrillation seeds (HEK293�seeds) added to

their cytoplasm, i.e., mature fibrils, the presence of which

greatly accelerates aggregation process. Using MPM�

FLIM, it was demonstrated that in the HEK293�aS

model, the fraction of the bound form of NAD(P)H

increases significantly, which was explained by the incor�

poration of α�synuclein oligomers into mitochondria and

the associated disruption of their functioning and oxida�

tive stress. NAD(P)H was also found to be able to incor�

porate into mature fibrils that were present in the

HEK293�seeds model, further confirmed by experiments

in vitro. Nevertheless, since according to the authors’ esti�

mate, concentration of α�synuclein in the analyzed mod�

els was approximately 1 μM, and concentration of

NAD(P)H was about 1 mM, the effect of increasing the

lifetime of NAD(P)H in HEK293�seeds should be associ�

ated with its incorporation into fibrils only to a small

degree. The authors [132] suggested that a smaller change

in the redox status of HEK293�seeds compared to

HEK293�aS is due to the fact that in them, the whole

protein was involved in the formation of mature fibrils,

and therefore the effect of oligomers on mitochondrial

function was smaller.

In [133], metabolic status of differentiated neurons

was studied by the MPM�FLIM method. The authors

note that this model is more appropriate for Parkinson’s

disease than the one used in [132]. In the experiment, a

decrease in the mean lifetime was observed for

NAD(P)H and FAD in the model of Parkinson’s disease

[134], and the fractions of NAD(P)HF and FADB

increased. The authors explained this fact by inhibition of

the electron transport chain and concluded that metabo�

lism switches from OP to glycolysis in Parkinson’s disease

model cells.

Then, the authors [135] studied metabolism in

HEK293 cells transfected with plasmids containing exon

1 of the HTT gene with a different number of repeats of

triplet CAG. This codon encodes the amino acid gluta�

mine, and if the number of its residues in the HTT pro�

tein exceeds 40, Huntington’s disease develops, while the

number of repeats under 36 is the norm. The authors

demonstrated that for a larger number of repeats (97 vs

25), a significant increase in the fraction of NAD(P)HF in

cells, including nuclei, was observed, which may indicate

translational dysregulation. Similar results were obtained

in vivo on optic disc cells of transgenic drosophila [135],

which are an adequate model for studying neurodegener�

ative diseases, in particular, Huntington’s disease [136],

since fruit flies possess a nervous system with specialized

functions. Thus, MPM allows study of metabolic

processes in neurodegenerative diseases on both in vitro

and in vivo models.

MI with Trp fluorescence as an indicator. In addition

to the standard approach to determining the metabolic

status of a cell, based on measuring the parameters of

NAD(P)H and FAD fluorescence, there are reports in

which tryptophan fluorescence serves as an indicator.

This method is based on the fact that during the binding

of a cofactor (NAD(P)H) by an enzyme, energy is trans�

ferred to it from tryptophan residues within the protein by

the Förster mechanism with the effective radius of

~2.3 nm [48]. Therefore, the lifetime of tryptophan fluo�

rescence of a cell decreases with an increase in the frac�

tion of the bound form of NAD(P)H. In the studies [47,

48], a simultaneous detection was carried out for Trp AF

caused by three�photon excitation and TP NAD(P)H

with excitation at 740 nm. The efficiency of the Trp�

NAD(P)H energy transfer was demonstrated to correlate

with the share of the bound form of NAD(P)H in mito�

chondria [48] and with the ratio of shares of NAD(P)HB

and FADF, which the authors [47] used as indicators of

the cell redox state.
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Application for skin diagnostics: optical biopsy.
Nonlinear optical microscopy is a convenient tool for

biomedical imaging due to the physical principles under�

lying the creation of contrast between individual objects.

One of its major advantages is the possibility of recon�

structing a three�dimensional image, which, in particular,

makes it possible to perform morphological studies ex

vivo (on biopsy samples) and in vivo. In particular, in our

study [137], the MPM method was used for non�invasive

optical histology of the nail bed – an area studied by the

optical capillaroscopy method. The application of MPM

established at the cellular level the causes of the correla�

tion of parameters measured by capillaroscopy with the

severity of heart failure in patients: it was demonstrated

that an edematous syndrome manifests itself as an

increase in the size of the perivascular region associated

with fluid accumulation in the epidermis. This example

illustrates the advantages of MPM in comparison to other

methods of optical biopsy that allow histological studies

in humans in vivo: high spatial resolution and greater

(compared to confocal laser microscopy) scanning depth.

The main advantage is the ability to analyze the molecu�

lar components of connective tissue with simultaneous

use of several modalities: AF, SHG, FLIM [1, 43, 51].

In one study [138], the MPM method was used to

analyze the morphology of keratinocytes in the presence

of skin inflammation processes in vivo, and redistribution

of mitochondria inside the cells was demonstrated,

namely their localization near the nucleus during inflam�

mation. The degree of increase in the mean intercellular

distance and decrease in the thickness of epidermis also

correlated with the activity of inflammatory processes. A

non�invasive morphometric approach to analyzing the

distribution of mitochondria in epidermal cells in vivo was

also applied in [139] to studying oncological diseases. The

authors showed that in healthy skin, a gradual change in

the distribution of mitochondria in cells occurs with an

increase in depth, whereas no such trend exists for tumor

tissue, which can be used for diagnostic purposes.

Analysis of cell morphology in granular, spinous, and

basal layers revealed differences between healthy skin,

squamous cell carcinoma, and premalignant keratosis

using MPM in vivo [140]. Important results were obtained

in [141], where cell morphology of the granular layer of

the skin (stratum granulosum) was studied in order to

explain its spatial architecture, which allows maintenance

of the so�called tight junctions between cells during their

renewal and to insure the barrier function of skin. It was

shown that epidermal cells that are responsible for the

formation of tight junctions have the shape of a flattened

tetrakaidekahedron, and the dynamics of cell transition

between layers was visualized, revealing the role cell shape

in maintaining the tight packaging and protective proper�

ties of the skin. Another example of a non�invasive mor�

phometric study possible using MPM is determining the

form of the dermo�epidermal transition (DET), which is,

in essence, the shape of papillary dermis surface, which is

an indicator of skin aging processes [142]. The visualiza�

tion of DET is possible due to, first, a significant differ�

ence in the optical properties of cells at the basement

membrane, namely, to an increased melanin content

[104], and second, the presence of SHG signal from type

I collagen molecules in dermis [15]. Therefore, the

appearance of the SHG signal marks the beginning of

DET, and the value of the SHG signal maximum deter�

mines the lower boundary of papillary dermis, allowing

measurement of its thickness in vivo [143]. The use of the

MPM�FLIM method also allows in vivo visualizing blood

vessels in the dermis using red blood cell fluorescence

[51]. Due to ultrafast (~30 fs) charge transfer from the

porphyrin rings within the heme to the empty d orbitals of

the iron ion, hemoglobin is non�fluorescent.

Nevertheless, the studies carried out by the group [144]

demonstrated that as a result of TP absorption in the 700�

850 nm wavelength range, fluorescence emission of

hemoglobin and heme solutions can be observed, and the

fluorescence relaxation time is less than 50 ps. In study

[145] it was demonstrated that the presence of this fluo�

rescence is associated with an irreversible accumulation

of a fluorescent photoproduct formed by the spontaneous

conversion of a heme molecule in an excited state.

The possibility of non�invasive access to skin cells,

primarily in the epidermis, allows to analyze the intercel�

lular biochemical processes, for example, by MI. In par�

ticular, using the MPM�FLIM method, it was demon�

strated that in keratinocytes during their differentiation

the main type of metabolism changes from glycolysis to

OP [146]. On the basis of MPM�FLIM, methods for

detecting skin cancer, in particular, basal carcinoma [147]

and melanoma [63, 104], were also developed.

The analysis of literature conducted in this review

allows us to draw the following conclusions. The direc�

tions of development for molecular imaging methods are

dictated by the needs of fundamental biomedical research

and the desire to use it in clinical diagnostics. Despite the

fact that MPM is considered, first of all, as a tool that

allows 3D scanning of objects using exogenous probes

that provide the best specificity and depth of imaging, its

application with endogenous contrasts also has its niche.

In the field of in vitro experiments, the most widely used

method is fluorescent metabolic imaging, which is associ�

ated both with the value of information that can be

obtained by it and with the fact that the biochemical

processes underlying it are well�studied. However, even in

this direction, unsolved problems remain [61]. For wider

use of MPM in experiments in vitro, it is necessary to be

able to isolate the signal specifically from certain mole�

cules, i.e., isolate the contribution of given fluorophores

(for example, lipofuscin, riboflavin, oxidized proteins)

from the total signal, which can significantly increase the

informative value of the method [101]. In this regard, the
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research of photophysical and photochemical processes

in endogenous fluorophores, in particular, in heteroge�

neous fluorophore systems – melanin, lipofuscin, oxi�

dized proteins, and lipids – is relevant. The second task is

the development of physical methods for selective imag�

ing of molecules of a given type for expanding MPM

capabilities, for example, CARS.

In the field of clinical applications, the main draw�

back of MPM is the insufficient imaging depth, which

limits its use in vivo for humans to mainly skin. Despite

the presence of a number of studies on the implementa�

tion of morphological studies using MPM with endoge�

nous contrasts ex vivo, it seems questionable whether this

approach will be able to surpass the usual histology, which

can also be automated, in sensitivity and specificity.

Significant progress could probably be achieved by imple�

menting MPM as an endoscopic technique, allowing its

use at least for the same tasks as fluorescence spec�

troscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and diffuse reflectance

spectroscopy. In perspective, new results can be expected

from using the groundwork obtained in experiments in

vitro by MPM with endogenous contrasts on humans in

vivo.
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